E9793 EYE OF THE EAGLE 3 (PHILIPPINES, 1992) [VIDEO]
(Other titles: Last stand at Lang Mei)

Credits: director, Cirio H. Santiago; writers, Carl Franklin, M.A. Solomon.
Cast: Steve Kanaly, Ken Wright, Peter Nelson, John Vargas.
Summary: War film set in South Vietnam in the 1960s. The flamboyant Major Verdun (Kanaly) and his men operate in Vietnam with as little interference from their superiors as possible and consequently are very successful. They are so tough, the North Vietnamese lie awake at night dreaming up ways to get rid of them. An American general unwittingly comes to the aid of the NVA when he incarcerates Verdun for vigilantism (shooting a cowardly South Vietnamese officer). Verdun’s elite unit is sent to a remote firebase, but the Major talks his way out of the brig and comes to the rescue of the firebase which is about to be swamped by waves of NVA troops.
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